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Newsletter  
30 March – 12 April 2010 

Highlights 

- The city of Ndele attacked by the elements of 
the CPJP 

- A truck attacked on the road  Rafai-Zemio by the 
LRA 

- The Tunisian Youssef Mahmoud appointed  
head of the MINURCAT 

- 13.4 million US dollars for food facility 

- Around fifty people from the CAR take refuge in  
the DRC 

- More than 500 displaced person in the city of 
Bangassou 

Background and  security  
Ndele attacked by the PJCC  

On 2 April, the city of Ndele located in the prefecture 
of Bamingui Bangoran (North Central) was attacked 
by the elements of the Convention of the Patriots for 
Justice and Peace (CPJP).  

Following the attack, thousands of people took refuge 
in the surrounding  villages.  

After several exchanges of gunfire, the Central 
African Armed Forces (FACA) has regained the 
control of the city. Three elements of the CPJP were 
reported killed and several injuries among them. On 
the FACA side, one of them died and four were 
wounded.  

To date, all humanitarian organizations in the region 
have suspended their operations until further notice.  

LRA attacks on the road Rafai-Zemio  

Armed elements suspected to be from the Lord's 
Resistance Army (LRA) attacked a private transport 
truck on Saturday 3 April at 35 km after Rafai 
(southeast) near the town of Gerekindo on the road to 
Zemio, in the prefecture of Haut-Mbomou.  

The death of six persons has been deplored and a 
seventh person died from his injuries during the 
medical evacuation to Zemio.  
The LRA elements had attacked yet the locality of 
Gerekindo on 29 March  2010.  
 
 

News 
Mr. Mahmoud, the new head of the MINURCAT  

The Secretary General of the United Nations, Ban Ki-
Moon has appointed Youssef Mahmoud, as Interim 
Special Representative at the head of the UN Mission 
in Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT) 
replacing Victor Angelo who retired at the end of 
March. Mr. Mahmoud, will continue to conduct 
discussions with the Chadian authorities, who has 
requested the departure of the MINURCAT from 
Tchad.  

In January, the President Deby had sent a note to the 
United Nations, requesting the withdrawal of the 
MINURCAT for 15 March, which is the original expiry 
date of its mandate. But after negotiations, President 
Deby then offered to extend the mandate of the 
mission for two months until 15 May. This proposal 
was accepted and validated by the Security Council 
of the United Nations on 12 March. 

Previously, the Tunisian, Youssef Mahmoud, was the 
Executive Representative of the United Nations in 
Burundi for three years. 

$ 13.4 million for the food facility  

As part of the food facility programme, the United 
Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) 
signed an agreement with the European Union for an 
amount of 13.4 million U.S. dollars to support CAR 
through the project "Reducing the impact of the high 
prices of food in CAR."  

In addition to immediate increase of the production of 
households most affected by the crisis, the project 
aims to support the peace process in the country by 
integrating the reintegration component in the area of 
agriculture of Disarmament, Demobilization and 
Reintegration (DDR) programme. For the next 
agricultural season, FAO has been provided with 
farming tools to assist the targeted populations.  

 
7,500 hoes, 7,500 spades, 7,500 files, 7,500 
machetes, 7,500 shovels, 7,500 buckets, 2,500 axes, 
2,500 hammers, 2,500 saws, 1,220 wheelbarrows, 
612 strollers will be distributes in the 14 development 
poles to vulnerable households.  

The activities to be carried out with these tools will 
integrate the following components: seed 
multiplication, development of lowland, agriculture 
conservation, rehabilitation of storage facilities and 
shops seeds.  
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The project also aims to strengthen the capacities of 
the beneficiaries, partners and staff from the Ministry 
of Agriculture in various fields of production.  

Contact alex.nyarko@fao.org  for more information. 

Refugees and IDPs 
Central African refugees in Bondo  

The abuses from the Ugandan rebels of the Lord's 
Army Resistance (LRA) attacks in Selime in CAR last 
week, has resulted of exodus of about fifty Central 
Africans in Bondo in the Democratic Republic of 
Congo (DRC).  

According to testimonies from refugees, rebels of the 
LRA have looted, killed and abducted several people 
during these raids, forcing people to flee from their 
homes.  

The General Direction of Migration of the Eastern 
Province (DRC) have already registered 68 refugees 
arrived in Bondo on 26 March. According to various 
sources in Bondo including local authorities and civil 
society, these refugees covered a distance of 37 
kilometers from their houses and crossed the 
Mbomou river to seek asylum in DRC.  

The town of Selim, from which these refugees are 
originally from, is located to 7 kilometers from the 
border between the DRC and the CAR and 35 
Kilometers from Rafai where there were incursions of 
the Ugandan rebels of the LRA on 25 March.  

The presence of these refugees is bringing fear 
among the local population of Bondo about a possible 
attack of LRA, said the local authorities. The 
Congolese military authority has confirmed the 
presence of Central African refugees. The 
commander of the 9th Military Region said that it is a 
migration problem and calls for support of various 
governement bodies and international organization 
specialized in dealing with  refugees issues.  

More than 500 displaced Bangassou  

The local NGO Bangonde has registered more than 
500 displaced persons in the city of Bangassou, in the 
prefecture of Mbomou (southeast). These IDPs came 
from areas on the road Bangassou/Zémio fleeing the 
attacks caused by the rebels of the LRA in the region.  

Last month, the LRA had raided several places 
causing victims, prisoners and burning villages.  
According to some IDPs, the rebels who attack 

Agoumar a district of the city of Rafaï (southeast) 
have killed people with axes and machetes. Some of 
them said they have not yet seen the LRA rebels in 
their villages but have preferred to leave early to 
avoid  them.  
 

 

A victim of the LRA wounded with machetes (photo, Benamse)  

A joint patrol of FACA and Ugandan armed forces 
(UPDF) has enable to prevent attacks from a group of 
LRA around Démbia and the road of Rafai/Zémio.  

Accoridng to the FACA, 9 rebels of the LRA who have 
participated in the attack of Agoumar on 21 March 
2010 were slaughtered. This information was 
confirmed by the Captain, spokesman, of the UPDF 
on Monday 12 April 2010.  

On Monday, 12 April, the UPDF announced that 9 
people who were abducted by the LRA escaped and 
arrived in the town of Mboki in the prefecture of Haut-
Mbomou. Out of them 8 persons are from Uganda 
and were enrolled by LRA since 1994. There was 
also a young Central African who was abducted 
during the last attack in Mboki on 20 March 2010.  

Contact benamse@un.org for more information. 

For more information, please contact: UN OCHA CAR | Gisele 
Willybiro-Maïdou | willybiro@un.org |  
+236 70 18 80 61 

 


